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(54) Application-layer traffic optimization enhancements for content delivery networks

(57) Using the ALTO Service, networking applica-
tions can request through the ALTO protocol information
about the underlying network topology from the ISP or
Content Provider. The ALTO Service provides informa-
tion such as preferences of network resources with the
goal of modifying network resource consumption pat-
terns while maintaining or improving application perform-
ance. This document describes, in one example, an AL-

TO server that intersects network and cost maps for a
first network with network and cost maps for a second
network to generate a master cost map that includes one
or more master cost entries that each represent a cost
to traverse a network from an endpoint in the first network
to an endpoint in the second network. Using the master
cost map, a redirector may select a preferred node in the
first network with which to service a content request re-
ceived from a host in the second network.
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Description

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pat-
ent Application No. 121861,645, filed August 23, 2010,
U.S. Patent Application No. 12/861,671, filed August
23,2010, and U.S. Patent Application No. 12/861,681,
filed August 23, 2010, each of which claims the benefit
of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/349,467, filed May
28, 2010, the entire content of each of which is incorpo-
rated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The invention relates to computer networks
and, more specifically, to enhancing content delivery.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Peer-to-peer (P2P) applications exchange
large amounts of data and generate significant amounts
of network traffic. P2P applications leverage multiple cop-
ies of data content populated to multiple different network
nodes to allow a requesting agent to obtain portions of
the data content from one or more of many possible data
sources. Such P2P distributed applications improve ap-
plication performance and scalability and are frequently
used for file sharing, real-time communication, and on-
demand media streaming.
[0004] Many P2P applications operate by implement-
ing an application layer overlay network over the com-
munication network. The overlay network is a logical net-
work of participating network nodes (peers) directly in-
terconnected via overlay links that are each abstractions
of one or underlying transport links of the communication
network. The overlay network include data structures that
index one or more network devices (or "resources") that
store and source specific data content, such as files or
file portions. A peer seeking particular data content que-
ries the data structures to obtain a list of identities of
network devices that source the file. The peer (here op-
erating as a client) randomly selects one of the devices
from the list from which to request and receive the data
content via the overlay network.
[0005] Client software for P2P applications often select
resources naively, that is, without incorporating network
topology information or related details. Rather, clients
rely on heuristics to approximate such information. As a
result, network data traffic exchanged using these appli-
cations may congest network links, cross service provid-
er network boundaries multiple times, and generally tran-
sit the communication network in a manner that is sub-
optimal from a user-standpoint and undesirable from the
point of view of the service provider. For instance, while
two peers may be members of the same service provider
network, an overlay link connecting the peers may nev-
ertheless traverse multiple network boundaries, which
unnecessarily increases the inter-peer transit costs to
the service provider. Furthermore, although distributed

applications capitalize on excess bandwidth at the data
sources to improve throughput and reduce latencies for
end-users while also reducing the burden of content pro-
viders to provision application servers, the ability to
cheaply distribute data content comes at the expense of
service providers, which bear the cost of inefficiently
transporting network data.
[0006] Recently, an Application-Layer Traffic Optimi-
zation (ALTO) service has been proposed in which an
ALTO protocol is used to provide guidance to P2P appli-
cations regarding selection of a resource from which to
obtain data content. In one example, a service provider
would provisions an ALTO server for a service provider
network with network topology and topology link cost in-
formation. P2P clients would send ALTO requests to the
ALTO server to obtain a network map and a correspond-
ing cost map. The network map specifies a sub-set of
topological groupings defined by the ALTO server for the
network. A cost map for the network map defines provider
preferences respecting inter-group routing costs for con-
nections among the various groups of the network map.
As a result, service providers provisioning the ALTO serv-
er could direct P2P clients to select resources according
to service provider preferences, which may include opti-
mizing throughput and/or user experience, for instance,
reducing costs to the service provider, or promoting other
provider objectives. The ALTO service and ALTO proto-
col is described in further detail in J. Seedorf et al., RFC
5693, "Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO)
Problem Statement," Network Working Group, the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force draft, October 2009; and R.
Alimi et al., "ALTO Protocol draft-ietf-alto-protocol-
03.txt," ALTO Working Group, the Internet Engineering
Task Force draft, March 2010, each of which is incorpo-
rated herein by reference in its entirety.

SUMMARY

[0007] In general, the invention is directed to tech-
niques for enhancing the ALTO service for integration
with content delivery networks (CDNs). For example, this
document describes deployment scenarios and en-
hancements for an ALTO Service in the case of CDNs
where content is delivered to applications in accordance
with a more traditional client / server model. Other en-
hancements described herein may be useful in other de-
ployments, such as in use with P2P applications or dis-
tributed applications.
[0008] Content providers increasingly rely on content
delivery networks to distribute content requested by a
geographically- and capability-diverse clientele. In many
instances, the CDNs and service provider (SP) networks
that function as access networks for subscriber devices
attempting to reach CDN cache nodes that store and
source resources are often disjoint. That is, the CDNs
and SP networks may be members of different adminis-
trative domains, and hence may not share internal routing
cost information. Service providers may deploy an ALTO
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service to optimize CDN performance in accordance with
the principles described herein in a manner that provides
the service transparently to users, such that user hosts
do not require special software or other modifications. In
a simple example, users operating a standard Internet
browser may experience CDN optimizations enabled by
an enhanced ALTO service.
[0009] In one example, techniques are described in
which a federated ALTO server combines information
contained in network and cost maps for a CDN as well
as network and cost maps for one or more SP networks
that provide access to the CDN to compute a master cost
map that may enhance host selection for one or more
endpoints. The federated ALTO server generates, in ac-
cordance with an ALTO service, network and cost maps
for the CDN. The network and cost maps include, within
the mapping of possible endpoints and endpoint groups
(hereinafter alternatively referred to as "PIDs"), CDN bor-
der routers that couple the CDN to border routers for the
SP networks. A PID may represent a single device or
device component, a collection of devices such as a net-
work subnet, an SP network, or some other grouping.
The federated ALTO server uses the network and cost
maps to calculate a cost matrix for topology links con-
necting each CDN node to every border router that cou-
ples the CDN to a SP network served by the CDN.
[0010] The federated ALTO server additionally re-
quests and receives network and cost maps from indi-
vidual ALTO servers for the SP networks. By linking en-
tries in the CDN network map to entries in the SP net-
works’ network maps according to existing interdomain
connections, then summing the entries in the calculated
cost matrix with respective cost information contained in
the various SP networks cost maps received, the feder-
ated ALTO server creates a master cost map having en-
tries for topology links that span multiple administrative
domains (i.e., the CDN and the one or more SP net-
works). When, for instance, a CDN domain name system
(DNS) name server receives a DNS query from an SP
network subscriber, the CDN DNS uses the master cost
map to determine the best CDN cache node for the sub-
scriber and returns a network address for the node. In
this manner, the techniques may allow the subscriber to
use such information to perform better-than-random se-
lection of the cache node with which it establishes con-
nections.
[0011] In another example, techniques are described
for adding attributes to network map entries to further
characterize PIDs described therein. The techniques en-
able an ALTO service to disambiguate among multiple
PID types to, for instance, filter unwanted PIDs from net-
work maps, ensure that PIDs for particular PID types may
include only a single endpoint device, and set default or
otherwise affect cost map entry values for PID pairs ac-
cording to pair member types.
[0012] For instance, in a CDN context, the techniques
specify adding attributes to a network map entries that
specifies whether a PID is of type "host," "CDN cache

node," "mobile host," or "wireline host." A redirector pro-
vides location information to requesting hosts to enable
the hosts to connect to CDN cache nodes. A host may
represent a host subnet. In this instance, an ALTO server
operating in accordance with the described techniques
uses the attributes to generate a cost map to the redirec-
tor that has cost map entry values set to infinity for inter-
CDN cache node pairs and inter-host pairs. When the
ALTO server receives requests from an ALTO client op-
erating on the redirector, the ALTO server provides a
sparse matrix for the cost map that excludes entries hav-
ing infinite cost. That is, the ALTO server provides only
costs entries for those node pairs for which the inter-node
cost is a value other than infinity. When the ALTO client
receives the sparse matrix cost map, the ALTO client
interprets the empty entries in the map as having a default
value of infinity and may populate a full cost map with
the infinite values. Thereafter the redirector, upon receiv-
ing a content request (e.g. an HTTP GET request) from
a host, consequently selects a CDN cache node as a
content resource due to default value infinite costs spec-
ified in the full cost map for paths to other hosts.
[0013] In another example, techniques for updating
ALTO servers and pushing incremental network map re-
visions to ALTO clients are described. CDN cache nodes
or other content servers may experience outages, con-
gestion, or experience other conditions that impacts con-
tent serving performance of the node. The CDN cache
nodes provide status updates to the ALTO server, which
incorporates the status update into calculation of ALTO
network maps and cost maps. For example, a CDN cache
node may send the ALTO server a status update stating
that its content service is not operational. The ALTO serv-
er thus removes the node from the network map and
updates the cost map accordingly. Because status up-
dates regarding congestion or other network conditions
may result in frequent modifications to the network map,
the techniques cause the ALTO server to proactively up-
date ALTO clients with incremental network map and cost
map revisions. The incremental network map revisions
enable the ALTO clients to update a prior version of the
network map, rather than receive the full network map in
the update. In this manner, the techniques may allow
ALTO clients to maintain current network and cost maps
yet avoid traffic in the network that would otherwise result
from frequent complete network or cost map transmis-
sions.
[0014] In one embodiment, the invention is directed to
a method comprising the steps of generating, with a first
ALTO server that includes a first ALTO client for a second
ALTO server, a first ALTO network map that includes PID
entries to describe each of a first set of one or more PIDs,
wherein each of the first PIDs is associated with a subset
of one or more endpoints of a first network. The method
further comprises the step of generating, with the first
ALTO server, a first ALTO cost map that comprises, for
each combination of the first PIDs, a cost entry that in-
cludes a cost value to specify a cost to traverse a network
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path through the first network that connects the respec-
tive combination of the first PIDs. The method also in-
cludes the step of receiving, with the first ALTO client of
the first ALTO server, a second ALTO network map that
includes PID entries to describe each of a second set of
one or more PIDs, wherein each of the second PIDs is
associated with a subset of one or more endpoints of a
second network. The method further comprises the step
of receiving, with the first ALTO client, a second ALTO
cost map that comprises, for each combination of the
second PIDs, a cost entry that includes a cost value to
specify a cost to traverse a network path through the
second network that connects the respective combina-
tion of the second PIDs. The method additionally com-
prises the steps of generating a master cost map com-
prising one or more master cost entries that each include
a PID selected from the first PIDs and a PID selected
from the second PIDs and that each include a cost value
that represents a cost to traverse a network path from
the PID selected from the first PIDs and the PID selected
from the second PIDs, and outputting the master cost
map from the first ALTO server to a second ALTO client.
[0015] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
ed to a method comprising the steps of receiving, with a
redirector device, a first ALTO network map that includes
PID entries to describe each of a first set of one or more
PIDs, wherein each of the first PIDs is associated with a
subset of one or more endpoints of a first network. The
method also includes the step of receiving, with the re-
director device, a second ALTO network map that in-
cludes PID entries to describe each of a second set of
one or more PIDs, wherein each of the second PIDs is
associated with a subset of one or more endpoints of a
second network. The method also includes the step of
receiving, with the redirector device, a master cost map
comprising one or more master cost entries that each
include a PID selected from the first PIDs and a PID se-
lected from the second PIDs and that each include a cost
value that represents a cost to traverse a network path
from the PID selected from the first PIDs and the PID
selected from the second PIDs. The method further com-
prises the steps of receiving, with the redirector device,
a content request from a host endpoint; querying the sec-
ond ALTO network map to determine a PID associated
with the host endpoint in the second PIDs; and querying
the master cost map to determine a lowest-cost PID in
the first PIDs for the PID associated with the host end-
point. The method additionally includes the step of se-
lecting an endpoint associated with the lowest-code PID
in the first ALTO network map to service the content re-
quest from the host endpoint.
[0016] In a still further embodiment, the invention is
directed to a first application-layer traffic optimization
(ALTO) server comprising a network map module to gen-
erate a first ALTO network map that includes PID entries
to describe each of a first set of one or more PIDs, wherein
each of the first PIDs is associated with a subset of one
or more endpoints of a first network. The first ALTO server

further comprises a cost map module to generate a first
ALTO cost map that comprises, for each combination of
the first PIDs, a cost entry that includes a cost value to
specify a cost to traverse a network path through the first
network that connects the respective combination of the
first PIDs. The first ALTO server also includes a first AL-
TO client to receive a second ALTO network map that
includes PID entries to describe each of a second set of
one or more PIDs, wherein each of the second PIDs is
associated with a subset of one or more endpoints of a
second network, wherein the first ALTO client receives
a second ALTO cost map that comprises, for each com-
bination of the second PIDs, a cost entry that includes a
cost value to specify a cost to traverse a network path
through the second network that connects the respective
combination of the second PIDs, and wherein the net-
work map module and cost map module generate a mas-
ter cost map comprising one or more master cost entries
that each include a PID selected from the first PIDs and
a PID selected from the second PIDs and that each in-
clude a cost value that represents a cost to traverse a
network path from the PID selected from the first PIDs
and the PID selected from the second PIDs. The first
ALTO server further comprises a client interface to output
the master cost map from the first ALTO server to a sec-
ond ALTO client.
[0017] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
ed to a redirector device comprising a location database
and an Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) cli-
ent to receive a first ALTO network map that includes
PID entries to describe each of a first set of one or more
PIDs, wherein each of the first PIDs is associated with a
subset of one or more endpoints of a first network, where-
in the ALTO client receives a second ALTO network map
that includes PID entries to describe each of a second
set of one or more -PIDs, wherein each of the second
PIDs is associated with a subset of one or more endpoints
of a second network, wherein the ALTO client receives
a master cost map comprising one or more master cost
entries that each include a PID selected from the first
PIDs and a PID selected from the second PIDs and that
each include a cost value that represents a cost to
traverse a network path from the PID selected from the
first PIDs and the PID selected from the second PIDs,
and wherein the ALTO client stores the first ALTO net-
work map, the second ALTO network map, and the mas-
ter cost map to the location database. The redirector de-
vice further comprises a lookup module to receive a con-
tent request from a host endpoint, wherein the lookup
module queries the second ALTO network map to deter-
mine a PID associated with the host endpoint in the sec-
ond PIDs, wherein the lookup module queries the master
cost map to determine a lowest-cost PID in the first PIDs
for the PID associated with the host endpoint, and where-
in the lookup module selects an endpoint associated with
the lowest-code PID in the first ALTO network map to
service the content request from the host endpoint.
[0018] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
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ed to a computer-readable storage medium comprising
instructions. The instructions cause a programmable
processor to generate, with a first Application-Layer Traf-
fic Optimization (ALTO) server that includes a first ALTO
client for a second ALTO server, a first ALTO network
map that includes PID entries to describe each of a first
set of one or more PIDs, wherein each of the first PIDs
is associated with a subset of one or more endpoints of
a first network. The instructions also cause a program-
mable processor to generate, with the first ALTO server,
a first ALTO cost map that comprises, for each combi-
nation of the first PIDs, a cost entry that includes a cost
value to specify a cost to traverse a network path through
the first network that connects the respective combina-
tion of the first PIDs. The instructions cause a program-
mable processor to receive, with the first ALTO client of
the first ALTO server, a second ALTO network map that
includes PID entries to describe each of a second set of
one or more PIDs, wherein each of the second PIDs is
associated with a subset of one or more endpoints of a
second network. The instructions cause a programmable
processor to receive, with the first ALTO client, a second
ALTO cost map that comprises, for each combination of
the second PIDs, a cost entry that includes a cost value
to specify a cost to traverse a network path through the
second network that connects the respective combina-
tion of the second PIDs. The instructions cause a pro-
grammable processor to generate a master cost map
comprising one or more master cost entries that each
include a PID selected from the first PIDs and a PID se-
lected from the second PIDs and that each include a cost
value that represents a cost to traverse a network path
from the PID selected from the first PIDs and the PID
selected from the second PIDs, and output the master
cost map from the first ALTO server to a second ALTO
client.
[0019] The techniques described in this disclosure
may provide one or more advantages. For example, the
techniques may allow enhanced integration of an ALTO
service with CDNs, leading to improvements in resource
selection for content requests according to provider-
specified optimization data. For example, pushing incre-
mental updates of current network maps and cost maps
for a network provides ALTO clients with up-to-date re-
source selection information and may foster service con-
tinuity. Moreover, the techniques may allow independent
scaling of redirectors and endpoint health management.
[0020] As another example, the attribute addition tech-
niques may allow resource selection components to dif-
ferentiate between content providers (e.g., CDN cache
nodes) and content consumers (e.g., hosts) and thereby
restrict resource selection to content providers. PID at-
tributes may further enable PID-type-specific policies to
allow service providers to perform, for instance, service
discrimination. For example, a service provider may mark
a PID with an attribute that causes those endpoints in
that PID to receive higher quality of service (QoS). In
addition, introducing default costs into a master cost map

may enable an ALTO server to selectively advertise cost
entries of a master cost map to ALTO clients.
[0021] As a still further example, the techniques may
allow ALTO servers to share internal network maps and
costs maps across network boundaries to enable appli-
cation layer traffic optimization techniques to span mul-
tiple administrative domains. Consequently, the tech-
niques may enable a multi-domain optimized resource
selection, rather than multiple locally optimized PID se-
lections that frequently result in globally sub-optimal re-
source selection due to inter-network boundary effects.
[0022] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and
the description below. Other features, objects, and ad-
vantages of the invention will be apparent from the de-
scription and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0023] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system in which one or more network devices
perform the techniques described in this disclosure to
enhance an operation of Application-Layer Traffic Opti-
mization in a content delivery network.
[0024] FIGS. 2A-2B illustrate example network maps
for the example network system of FIG. 1.
[0025] FIG. 3A-3B illustrate respective, example bor-
der router cost matrices calculated by an ALTO server
using the network maps of FIGS. 2A-2B and according
to the techniques of this disclosure.
[0026] FIG. 4 illustrates an example master cost map
generated by an ALTO server in accordance with the
techniques of this disclosure.
[0027] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system in which one or more network devices
perform the techniques described in this disclosure to
enhance an operation of Application-Layer Traffic Opti-
mization in a content delivery network.
[0028] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating, in detail,
an ALTO server that performs techniques according to
this disclosure.
[0029] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network map that includes PID attributes per the de-
scribed techniques.
[0030] FIG. 8 an example cost map corresponding to
the network map of FIG. 7 and generated per the de-
scribed techniques.
[0031] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an example network
system that includes a content delivery network that em-
ploys a domain name service (DNS) and performs tech-
niques of this disclosure.
[0032] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an example net-
work system that includes a content delivery network that
employs a domain name service (DNS) and performs
techniques of this disclosure.
[0033] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating example
structural components of a router in accordance with the
principles of the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0034] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system 2 in which one or more network devices
perform the techniques described in this disclosure to
enhance an Application-Layer Traffic Optimization for
seamless and transparent integration with a content de-
livery network. As shown in FIG. 1, example network sys-
tem 2 includes both content delivery network 6 and ac-
cess network 4. Access network 4 may represent a public
network that is owned and operated by a service provider
to provide network access to one or more subscriber de-
vices. As a result, access network 4 may be referred to
herein as a service provider (SP) network. In some in-
stances, access network 4 may represent one or more
autonomous systems under control of a single adminis-
trator or cooperative group of administrators. Access net-
work 4 may connect to one or more customer networks
(not shown) that each constitute a layer two (L2) wired
or wireless network. Reference to numbered layers may
refer to a particular layer of the Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI) model. More information concerning the
OSI model can be found in a IEEE publication entitled
"OSI Reference Model - the ISO Model of Architecture
for Open Systems Interconnection," by Hubert Zimmer-
mann, published in IEEE Transactions on Communica-
tions, vol. 28, no. 4, dated April 1980, which is hereby
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. For
example, the term "application layer" refers to layer seven
of the OSI model.
[0035] Content delivery network (CDN) 6 is a network
of interconnected devices that cooperate to distribute
content to clients using one or more services. Such con-
tent may include, for instance, streaming media files, data
files, software, domain name system information, docu-
ments, database query results, among others. Accord-
ingly, examples of services offered by CDN 6 may include
hyper-text transfer protocol (HTTP), media streaming,
advertising, file transfer protocol (FTP), and others. CDN
6 comprises CDN cache nodes 20A-20C (alternatively,
"CDN nodes") that contain replicated content and serve
that content to requesting devices using, for example, a
transmission control protocol (TCP) or user datagram
protocol (UDP) session operating over intermediate de-
vices of CDN 6 (not shown for simplicity). A content pro-
vider administers CDN nodes 20 to optimize content de-
livery using load balancing techniques, caching, request
routing, and/or content services. CDN nodes 20 may mir-
ror content, though any of CDN nodes 20 may provide
different services and data content than that provider by
the other CDN nodes. In some embodiments, CDN 6 is
also a service provider network or other access network.
[0036] Border routers 16A-16B ("BRs 16") of access
network 4 couple to respective border routers 18A-18B
("BRs 18") of CDN 6 via respective transit links 7A-7B to
provide devices of network 4 access to content sourced
by CDN nodes 20. Border routers 16 and border routers
18 may each comprise, for example, an autonomous sys-

tem border / boundary router or a provider edge router
that execute the border gateway protocol (BGP) to ad-
vertise, to the other routers (or peers), network destina-
tions to which the router offers connectivity.
[0037] Hosts 10A-10C host applications that connect
to CDN 6 via access network 4 to request and download
application related content. Hosts 10 are subscriber de-
vices and may comprise, for example, workstations,
desktop computers, laptop computers, cellular or other
mobile devices, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), and
any other device cable of connecting to a computer net-
work via a wireless and/or wired connection. In some
embodiments, hosts 10 are members of a customer net-
work that couples to borders routers 16 via access net-
work 4.
[0038] Content delivery network 6 comprises redirec-
tor 26 to receive content requests from hosts 10, selects
and locate one of CDN nodes 20 that is capable of serv-
icing the request, and redirecting the requesting host to
the identified CDN node. Redirector 26 may be, for ex-
ample, a DNS or other type of server, a proxying device,
a P2P peer, a P2P application-specif tracker, or a firewall
or other security device. In one instance, redirector 26
implements DNS server load balancing (SLB). In some
instances, redirector 26 is a content-aware redirector that
maps particular content or content-types to each of CDN
nodes 20 that store and source the particular content or
content-types. In such instances, redirector 26 selects
one of CDN nodes 20 to service a request according to
content or content-type availability. In some instances,
redirector 26 is a service-aware redirector that maps
services to each of CDN nodes 20 that provide the service
irrespective of whether the CDN node presently stores
content for the service. In such instances, redirector 26
selects one of CDN nodes to service a request according
to service capabilities. If a selected one of CDN nodes
20 that provides the service does not store the content,
the CDN node requests and receives the content from a
centralized server (not shown) or from another one of
CDN nodes 20.
[0039] In some embodiments, redirector 26 is a con-
tent-aware or service-aware redirector for HTTP. That is,
redirector 26 receives HTTP requests for content from
HTTP clients and redirects the request to a selected one
of CDN nodes 20 by returning, to the requesting device,
an HTTP response having status-code 302 and including
a network address of the selected CDN node. In some
embodiments, hosts 10, CDN nodes 20, and redirector
26 are P2P peers connected in an overlay network to
exchange location information and content using a P2P
application. In such P2P embodiments, redirector 26 may
be a centralized server for the P2P application that in-
dexes content to peers and provides location information
rather than a peer.
[0040] To influence the selection of a particular CDN
node 20 to service a particular request received from a
network device, CDN 6 additionally employs an Applica-
tion-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) service that is pro-
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vided by CDN-ALTO server 22 of CDN 6. In general, the
ALTO service enables CDN 6 to influence the selection
process to further content provider objectives, which may
include improving user-experience by selecting the most
geographically proximate one of CDN nodes 20 to a re-
questing host 10, reducing transmission costs to the con-
tent provider, load balancing, service-level discrimina-
tion, accounting for bandwidth constraints, and other ob-
jectives.
[0041] CDN-ALTO server 22 stores a network map and
cost map for CDN 6 and provides these maps to ALTO
clients, such as CDN-ALTO client 28 of redirector 26. As
described in detail below with respect to FIG. 7, a network
map contains network location identifiers, or PIDs, that
each represents one or more network devices in a net-
work. In general, a PID may represent a single device or
device component, a collection of devices such as a net-
work subnet, an SP network, or some other grouping.
The network map stored by CDN-ALTO server 22 in-
cludes PIDs that represent at least CDN nodes 20 and
border routers 18. As described in detail below with re-
spect to FIG. 8, a cost map contains cost entries for pairs
of PIDs represented in the network map and an associ-
ated value that represents a cost to traverse a network
path between the members of the PID pair. The value
can be ordinal (i.e., ranked) or numerical (e.g., actual).
CDN-ALTO server 22 may generate the network maps
and cost map by obtaining routing information from other
devices in CDN 6 and then applying policies to the routing
information to aggregate endpoint devices into PIDs and
calculate costs, per a specified criteria such as transmis-
sion cost or node priority, for traversing a network path
between members of PID pairs. In some embodiments,
a CDN administrator or a third party provisions CDN-
ALTO server 22 with a network map and cost map. In
accordance with the techniques of this disclosure, CDN-
ALTO server 22 represents each of border routers 18 in
the network map for CDN 6 with a unique PID that rep-
resents no additional network devices. CDN-ALTO serv-
er 22 may be, for example, a high-end server or other
service device, a content indexer for a P2P application,
or a service card insertable into a network device, such
as a router or switch. CDN-ALTO server 22 may operate
as an element of a service plane of a router to provide
ALTO services in accordance with the techniques of this
disclosure.
[0042] Access network 4 also implements an ALTO
service using ALTO server 14, which stores a network
map and cost map for access network 4. The network
map stored by ALTO server 14 includes PIDs that rep-
resent at least hosts 10 and border routers 16. ALTO
server 14 represents each of border routers 16 in the
network map for access network 4 with a unique PID that
represents no additional network devices.
[0043] CDN-ALTO server 22 performs techniques of
this disclosure to improve selection of a CDN host 20 in
the CDN 6 domain for a host 10 in the access network 4
domain. In accordance with these techniques, CDN-AL-

TO server 22 comprises ALTO client 24 that uses an
ALTO protocol to request and receive, from ALTO server
14 of access network 4, the network map and cost map
for access network 4.
[0044] CDN-ALTO server 22 additionally may execute
a routing protocol, such as Interior BGP, to discover bor-
der routers 18 that couple CDN 6 to access network 4.
In some embodiments, rather than using a routing pro-
tocol to discover embodiments, PIDs in the network map
for CDN 6 include a border router attribute that CDN-
ALTO server 22 may use to identify the PID as repre-
senting one of border routers 18. After determining the
PID for these discovered border routers 18 from the net-
work map for CDN 6, CDN-ALTO server 22 uses the
network map and cost map for CDN 6 to calculate a CDN
border router cost matrix that specifies a cost of reaching
each of border routers 18 from every one of CDN nodes
20.
[0045] CDN-ALTO server 22 then calculates a similar
border router cost matrix for access network 4. That is,
CDN-ALTO server 22 uses the network map and cost
map for access network 4 obtained by ALTO client 24
from ALTO server 14 to calculate an access network bor-
der router cost matrix that specifies a cost of reaching
each of border routers 16 from every one of hosts 10.
[0046] Using the two costs matrices (for CDN 6 and
access network 4, respectively), CDN-ALTO server 22
relates border router 16A to border router 18A and border
router 16B to border router 18B due to their respective
coupling over transit links 7A and 7B. In addition, CDN-
ALTO server 22 intersects the two cost matrices in a mas-
ter cost map using the border router relations as a link
and sums individual costs from the respective cost ma-
trices to compute a total cost for the intersection entries.
In other words, CDN-ALTO server 22 computes the total
cost of reaching each one of hosts 10 from every CDN
node 20. For example, to compute a total cost of reaching
host 10A from CDN node 20B, CDN-ALTO server 22
determines (using the access network 4 cost matrix) a
first cost from the host 10A PID to the border router 16A
PID and determines a second cost (using the CDN 6 cost
matrix) from the border router 18A PID to the CDN node
20B PID. CDN-ALTO server 22 then sums the first and
second costs and inserts the summation in an entry in a
master cost map for the <host 10A PID, CDN node 20B
PID> pair.
[0047] In the illustrated example, because there are
multiple border routers 16 and 18 that traffic exchanged
between host 10A and CDN node 20 may traverse, CDN-
ALTO server 22 may perform the intersection / summa-
tion process for each combination or border routers 16
and border routers 18. Thus, in addition to the calculation
described above, CDN-ALTO server 22 may compute a
total cost for a network path comprising <host 10A PID,
border router 16A PID > and <border router 18B PID,
CDN node 20B PID >. CDN-ALTO server 22 may then
select the lowest total cost of any possible combination
to enter in the entry in the master cost map for the <host
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10A PID, CDN node 20B PID > pair. In embodiments
having additional links connecting border routers 16 and
border routers 18, CDN-ALTO server 22 performs addi-
tional calculations corresponding to the additional links.
In some instances, CDN-ALTO server 22 incorporates
the appropriate transit link 7 cost into the summation. An
example computation according to these techniques is
illustrated in FIG. 2.
[0048] CDN-ALTO client 28 of may request and re-
ceive, from CDN-ALTO server 22, the master cost map,
the network map for CDN 6, and the network map for
access network 4. Hosts 10 send content requests to
redirector 26. In accordance with the described tech-
niques, redirector 26 queries the master cost map to se-
lect the lowest-cost node from among CDN nodes 20 for
the requesting host and returns a network address for
the selected CDN node for the content request. Redirec-
tor 26 uses the network map for access network 4 to map
the source IP address of the requesting host 10 to a PID.
Redirector 26 then uses the master cost map to select
the lowest-cost CDN node 20 for the PID.
[0049] For example, in the illustrated embodiment,
host 10A sends content request 34 to redirector 26, which
uses the master cost map and network maps for access
network 4 and CDN 6 to select and return a network ad-
dress for CDN node 20B to host 10A in content response
36. Host 10A establishes communication session 37
(e.g., a TCP session) with CDN node 20B to obtain the
requested content. In one instance, a user operating an
Internet browser application types a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) in the address bar, causing the application
to send (in this example) HTTP request 34 that includes
the URI to redirector 36. Redirector 36 maps the URI to
CDN nodes 20 that are HTTP servers and store the con-
tent for the URI (e.g., a web page), selects one of the
mapped nodes using the master cost map, then returns
HTTP response 36 that includes the network address for
the selected node to the browser application running on
host 10A. The browser application may then send a sec-
ond HTTP request to the selected CDN node 20 via com-
munication session 37 to obtain the sought-after content.
In some embodiments, ALTO server 14 and ALTO client
24 exchange information using encryption methods pro-
vided by HTTP.
[0050] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate example network
maps 40 and 42, respectively, for access network 4 and
CDN 6 of FIG. 1. As one example, network map 40 in-
cludes a PID entry that maps hosts 10A and 10B of ac-
cess network 4 of FIG. 1 to the PID identified as "PID-1."
In some instances, PID entries for network maps 40 and
42 include an attribute that identifies whether the PID
represents a border router. For example, a PID entry that
includes a border router endpoint may be assigned a
PID-type "border router." For ease of illustration, network
maps 40 and 42 are shown in a simplified representation.
A more detailed network map is illustrated and discussed
below with respect to FIG. 7.
[0051] FIG. 3A illustrates an example access network

border router cost matrix 44 calculated by CDN-ALTO
server 22 using network map 40 and a cost map received
from ALTO server 14 of access network 4. As illustrated,
access network border router cost matrix 44 is a many-
to-many mapping (abstracted using network map 40
PIDs) of each of border routers 16 to every one of hosts
10.
[0052] FIG. 3B illustrates an example CDN border rout-
er cost matrix 46 calculated by CDN-ALTO server 22
using network map 42 and a cost map for CDN 6. As
illustrated, CDN border router cost matrix 46 is a many-
to-many mapping (abstracted using network map 42
PIDs) of each of border routers 18 to every one of CDN
nodes 20.
[0053] FIG. 4 illustrates example master cost map 48
computed by CDN-ALTO server 22 for access network
4 and CDN 6 of FIG. 1. Master cost map 48 comprises
entries that provide a total cost to traverse a network path
between a PID of access network 4 and a PID of CDN
6. In accordance with the techniques of this disclosure,
CDN-ALTO server 22 generates master cost map 48 by
intersecting network maps 40 and 42 using respective
couplings of border routers 16 and border routers 18 as
links between the network maps. Thus, master cost map
48 includes cost entries for each combination of host 10
PIDs of network map 40 and CDN node 20 PIDs of net-
work map 42.
[0054] By summing the costs from appropriate entries
in access network border router cost matrix 44 and CDN
border router cost matrix 46, CDN-ALTO server 22 de-
termines the cost for each cost entry. Using a content
request from host 10A (mapped to "PID-0" in network
map 40) as an example, the PID pair <PID-0, PID-20>
connects either via transit link 7A connecting border rout-
ers 16A and 18A or via transit link 7B connection border
routers 16B and 18B. In the first instance, CDN-ALTO
server 22 sums the <PID-0, PID-2> cost (2) and the <PID-
22, PID-20> cost (11) to arrive at a total cost of 13 for
network traffic between PID-0 and PID-20 traversing
transit link 7A. In the second instance, CDN-ALTO server
22 sums the <PID-0, PID-3> cost (6) and the <PID-23,
PID-20> cost (16) to arrive at a total cost of 22 for network
traffic between PID-0 and PID-20 traversing transit link
7B. Because 13 is less than 22, CDN-ALTO server 22
sets 13 as the total cost for the cost entry that specifies
PID pair <PID-0, PID-20> in master cost map 48.
[0055] When redirector 26 receives the content re-
quest from host 10A, redirector 26 queries the cost map
for the lowest-cost PID connected to PID-0. Master cost
map 48 denotes this PID as PID-20 having total cost 13
to PID-0. Redirector 26 uses network map 42 to select
one of the endpoints in PID-20 (in this instance, CDN
node 20B) and returns an IP address for CDN node 20
to host 10A.
[0056] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating example
network system 51 in which redirector 66, ALTO server
70, and content node 72 perform techniques described
in this disclosure. Content node 72 sources content for
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a distributed application, such as a client-server applica-
tion utilizing a CDN or a P2P application. Redirector 66
is a content- or service-aware redirector, such as an HT-
TP redirector or a DNS server. Redirector 66 and ALTO
server 70 may represent redirector 26 and CDN-ALTO
server 22 of FIG. 1, respectively. Content node 72 may
represent any of CDN nodes 20 of FIG. 1. Redirector 66
may be responsible for a fixed set of host PIDs and be
provisioned with information indicating this responsibility
prior to receiving content requests.
[0057] ALTO client 68 of redirector 66 requests and
receives, from ALTO server 70, a network map and cost
map for the distributed application in complete maps up-
load message 60. ALTO client 68, in a P2P network, may
be an application tracker that obtains the maps from AL-
TO server 70 and integrates the maps into a peer data-
base.
[0058] Content node 72 provides to ALTO server 70 a
status update 58 comprising data relating to a service-
related capability, network conditions experienced by
content node 72, or some other factor affecting the con-
tent-sourcing service of content node 72. Content node
72 may provide status updates to ALTO server 70 peri-
odically or in response to a particular event, such as re-
ceiving a particular content.
[0059] ALTO server 70 receives status update 58 and
uses the information contained therein to, if appropriate,
modify a network map and cost map for the distributed
application for the network containing content node 72
(not shown in FIG. 5). For example, if status update 58
indicates content node 72 no longer provides content-
sourcing service, ALTO server 70 may remove content
node 72 from the network map. As another example, if
status update 58 indicates content node 72 is experienc-
ing a severe traffic load, ALTO server 70 may increase
costs for PID pairs having content node 72 as a member.
ALTO server 70 may comprise policies that specify a
cast-weight for particular content node 72 status indica-
tions. IN other words, the policies specify one or more
cost-specific modification actions for ALTO server 70 to
take responsive to particular status conditions of content
node 72 indicated by status update 58.
[0060] ALTO server 70 determines a difference be-
tween a previous network map and cost map and the
network map and cost map that ALTO server 70 gener-
ated as a result of receiving status update 58. In addition,
ALTO server 70 generates instructions to enable ALTO
client 68 to modify the network map and cost map, re-
ceived by ALTO client 68 in complete maps upload mes-
sage 60, to reflect the changes to the application topol-
ogy. ALTO server 70 then sends these instructions to
ALTO client 68 in update message 62.
[0061] In one example, ALTO server 70 receives sta-
tus update 58 indicating a service failure by content node
72. In response, ALTO server 70 modifies the network
map and cost map for the application, then determines
a difference between the newly modified maps and the
previous map. In this example, the newly modified map

no longer includes content node 72 as an endpoint, which
may result in a modified PID or a removed PID. ALTO
server 70 generates instructions sufficient to cause ALTO
client 68 to change the ALTO client 68 copy of the network
and cost maps to the modified network and cost maps
generated by ALTO server 70. As one possible example,
the instructions may state, "REMOVE [IP address of con-
tent node 72]". ALTO server 70 pushes, unprompted, the
instructions to ALTO client 68 in update message 62.
That is, ALTO server 70 does not necessarily receive a
request from ALTO client 68 prior to sending update mes-
sage 62.
[0062] Upon receiving update message 62, ALTO cli-
ent 68 modifies location database 52 comprising the net-
work map and cost map for the application using the in-
structions contained in the update message 62.
[0063] In some embodiments, the newly modified map
is a cost map and the network map remains unchanged.
In such instances, ALTO server 70 generates instructions
sufficient to cause ALTO client 68 to change the ALTO
client 68 copy of the cost map to conform the ALTO client
68 cost map to the ALTO server 70 cost map. As one
possible example, the instructions may state, "SETCOST
PID-1, PID-2, 8", to cause ALTO client 68 to set the cost,
in the client cost map, to traverse the topology link of the
corresponding network map that couples PID-1 and PID-
2 to 8.
[0064] Host 64 comprises application 74 that consti-
tutes a portion of the distributed application discussed
above. For example, application 74 may be a peer of a
P2P application or a client of a client-server application.
Application 74 may be an Internet browser. Application
74 sends content request 54 to redirector 66, to which
lookup module 50 responds by querying the network and
cost maps for the distributed application as updated by
ALTO client 68 after receiving update message 62.
Lookup module 50 selects the lowest-cost node from
which to source the requested content, which in some
instances is content node 72, and returns a network ad-
dress for the selected node to application 74 in content
response 56. In some embodiments, lookup module 50
is an HTTP server.
[0065] In some embodiments, a URI in an HTTP 302
redirect message may contain, rather than the IP address
of the selected CDN node, a domain name as a result of
virtual hosting. In such instances, the IP addresses con-
tained in the cost maps may need to be correlated to
domain names prior to selecting a CDN node for the re-
questing host.
[0066] In this manner, the real-time content node sta-
tus update and incremental network and cost map update
techniques described above enable policy-driven adver-
tisements of network and cost maps that incorporate a
condition of the content node into the inter-PID cost cal-
culation process as such a condition relates to, for ex-
ample, network topology, traffic load, node health, or oth-
er conditions relating to providing a service. In a P2P
context, because ALTO client 68 may be an application
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tracker, the peer database for the application may ac-
count for current metrics such as peer availability, content
availability, and localization.
[0067] Moreover, because content node 72 provides
status update 58 to ALTO server 70, rather than to redi-
rector 66, ALTO server 70 may more rapidly update AL-
TO client 68 in accordance with the real-time status
changes by pushing map updates to ALTO client 68 in
update message 62. This may reduce the amount infor-
mation exchanged between ALTO server 70 and ALTO
client 68. In addition, receiving status update 58 at ALTO
server 70 enables the ALTO-service to operate in a dif-
ferent administrative domain than that occupied by redi-
rector 66. This may enable independent scaling of health
management of the content nodes (by ALTO server 70)
and of redirection (by redirector 66). In many instances,
redirector 66 faces much higher scaling demands.
[0068] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating, in detail,
an example ALTO server 80 that performs techniques
according to this disclosure. ALTO server 80 may com-
prise aspects of CDN-ALTO server 22 of FIG. 1 and AL-
TO server 70 of FIG. 5.
[0069] In the illustrated embodiment, ALTO server 80
comprises network information base 90, a data structure
that includes information regarding network topology,
endpoint statuses, transmission costs for various net-
work links, and any other information needed by map
modules 81 to generate ALTO-based maps. In the illus-
trated example, network map module 82 uses network
information base 90 to generate network map 102 and
cost map module 84 uses network information base 90
to generate cost map 104. Network information base 90
is provisioned with information obtained by executing
routing protocols 92 to obtain route information, from ad-
ministrator 108 connecting to user interface 100 ("UI
100") to upload tables or other data structures that in-
clude network information, and from content node 72,
which sends status update message 58 to resource in-
terface 86 to update network information base with a sta-
tus of the node, as described above with respect to FIG.
5. Network information base 90 may also receive network
information from ALTO client 106 operating substantially
similarly to ALTO client 24 of FIG. 1. That is, ALTO client
106 may request and receive network and cost maps
from other administrative domains and store these maps
to network information base.
[0070] Resource interface 86, in addition to receiving
status update 58, discovers available content nodes
(e.g., content node 72). Resource interface 86 may poll
content node 72 for status update 58 using, for example,
ping, an HTTP Get request, traceroute, or other methods.
Resource interface 86 may comprise a simple network
management protocol (SNMP) agent that connects to
content node 72 or to a centralized network management
server to request status update 58. Resource interface
86 may expose an application programming interface
(API), which may comprise a Web service or an Exten-
sible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)-based

API.
[0071] User interface 100 may be a command-line in-
terface (CLI), a graphical user interface (GUI), a remote
procedure call (RPC), or some other method to enable
administrator 108 to configure network information base
90 and provisioning policies 98 of ALTO server 80. Ad-
ministrator 108 may be a network operator of, e.g., a
service provider network, or a software agent executing,
e.g., on a network management device. Administrator
108 additionally provisions ALTO server 80 with provi-
sioning policies 98, a set of policies that cause network
map module 82 to generate network map 102 and cost
map module 84 to generate cost map 104 in accordance
with administrator preferences relating to transmission
costs, load balancing, service-discrimination, PID group-
ing, or other preference areas. For example, provisioning
policies 98 may direct network map module 82 and cost
map module 84 to generate maps to cause content re-
quests from PIDs having a particular attribute to be redi-
rected to a particular CDN node.
[0072] Network map module 82 and cost map module
84 may implement a map filtering service. The map fil-
tering service allows ALTO clients requesting maps from
ALTO server 80 to query for maps that are filtered ac-
cording to various parameters this way, clients may avoid
client side filtering and ALTO server 80 may reduce net-
work traffic caused by unnecessarily large map transmis-
sions. In accordance with the techniques of this disclo-
sure, and as described in further detail below with respect
to FIG. 7, network map 102 may include PID attributes
that can be used to disambiguate among PIDs that con-
tain endpoints of particular classes. Network map module
82 may employ the map filtering service to filter any PIDs
from network map 102 that do not include endpoints that
belong to a particular class and then send the filtered
network to a requesting client.
[0073] Client interface 96 exposes an ALTO server in-
terface to enable ALTO clients, such as client 40, to re-
quest and receive network and cost maps for an appli-
cation for the network. Client interface 96 sends a copy
of network map 102 and cost map 104 to client 40 in
complete maps upload message 60. Client interface 96
may execute one or more protocols to obtain network
addresses of ALTO clients in the network, and the client
interface maintains these network addresses so as to
push incremental updates of the maps to the clients.
[0074] Difference engine 88 of ALTO server 80 caches
copies of network map 102 and cost map 104. Upon gen-
eration of a new network map 102 and/or cost map 104,
difference engine 88 determines differences between
new network map 102 and the cached copy that repre-
sents the prior version. In addition, difference engine 88
determines differences between new cost map 104 and
the cached copy of the cost map that represents the prior
version. Difference engine 88 then generates a series of
commands that, when executed by client 40 will cause
client 40 to conform its copy of the network map and cost
map for the application for the network to network map
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102 and cost map 104, respectively. Difference engine
88 directs client interface 96 to send these commands
to client 40 in update message 62.
[0075] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network map 102 created by an ALTO server in accord-
ance with an ALTO service and the techniques of this
disclosure. Network map 102 comprises a set of network
location identifiers ("PIDs") 110A-110C each identified
by a respective one of network location identifier values
114A-114C. Each of PIDs 110 constitutes an indirect and
network-agnostic aggregation mechanism to represent,
for instance, one or more individual endpoints, one or
more subnets, metropolitan areas, points of presence
("PoPs"), one or more autonomous systems, or any com-
bination thereof. For instance, PID 110B represents an
endpoint having IP address 11. 0 . 0. 58 and has the
network location identifier value "PID-1." PIDs 110 may
be aggregated and network location identifiers 114 may
be assigned according to any number of criteria. In some
instances, an ALTO server aggregates the endpoints,
subnets, etc. into one of PIDs 110 by geographical prox-
imity. Aggregation of network endpoints into PIDs 110
provides scalability and privacy by decoupling network
endpoints from their identifiers in the ALT context. In par-
ticular, aggregation reduces the size of costs maps by
reducing the size of the network and masks the network
topology underlying a particular PID (representing, e.g,
an autonomous system).
[0076] In accordance with the techniques of this dis-
closure, each of example PIDs 110 includes a respective
one of PID-type fields 112A-112C that stores an assigned
PID-type for the PID. For instance, PID 110A includes
PID-type field 112A that specifies a "host" PID-type for
PID 110A, while PID 110C includes PID-type field 112C
that specifies a "CDN" PID-type for PID 110C. PID 110A
thus identifies host subnets and PID 110C identifies IP
addresses of available CDN cache nodes.
[0077] PID-type fields 112 are attributes of respective
PIDs 110 and enable an ALTO service to take PID-type-
specific actions. PID-type values may be passed by the
ALTO server as a constraint to a map filtering service,
as described above with respect to FIG. 6. For example,
an ALTO server, such as ALTO server 80, may set cost
entries of an cost map that specify costs between two
PIDs of type "host" to a value of infinity. A redirector or
other resource selector using the cost map to select a
resource for a requesting host will thus avoid selecting
another host as a resource in favor of a resource with a
PID of type "CDN." In some embodiments, the ALTO
server may filter cost entries to avoid sending such en-
tries to ALTO clients. Rather, the ALTO server advertises
a sparse matrix of cost entries to ALTO clients. In such
embodiments, the ALTO clients assume that the default
cost of any missing cost entries in a received cost map
is infinity.
[0078] While FIG. 7 illustrates only the "host" and
"CDN" PID-types, additional PID-types may be used to
represent characteristics of PIDs 110. For example, other

PID-types may include "mobile hosts," "wireless hosts,"
or other classifications. In other examples, PID-types
may include service classifications corresponding to
service level agreements between customers and a serv-
ice provider. These additional types may similarly be em-
ployed during resource selection to further service pro-
vider policies. As just one example, an ALTO server may
identify PIDs having type "mobile host" and generate cost
maps to cause a redirector to send such PIDs to a content
node that hosts a low-resolution video stream.
[0079] In another example, an ALTO server may em-
ploy PID-type "border router" to ensure that any border
routers of the network served by the ALTO server, such
as content delivery network 6 or access network 4, are
each mapped to a distinct PID. This enables the ALTO
server to calculate a master cost map that incorporates
transit links that connect multiple networks.
[0080] FIG. 8 an example cost map 120 corresponding
to network map 102 of FIG. 7 and generated per the
described techniques. Cost map 120 accounts for an ap-
plication that requires PIDs of type "host" to be redirected
to PIDs of type "CDN." An ALTO server thus generates
cost map 120 such that inter-host PID pairs and inter-
CDN PID pairs are set to have cost of infinity. Thus, the
cost entry for <"PID- 1", "PID-2"> corresponding to PIDs
110B and 110C of network map 102 of FIG. 7 has a value
of infinity. The ALTO server may advertise the full matrix
or a sparse matrix that the ALTO server derives from 120
to reduce network traffic.
[0081] In one example usage of network map 102 of
FIG. 7 and cost map 120 of FIG. 8, a redirector (e.g.,
redirector 66 of FIG. 5) requests and receives cost map
120 and network map 102 from an ALTO server. Redi-
rector 66 then receives a content request from a host
having a source IP address. Redirector 66 determines a
PID that contains the source IP address from network
map 102. Redirector 66 then uses the cost map to select
the lowest-cost CDN PID for the determined PID and find
an IP address of a content (e.g., CDN) node contained
by the lowest-cost CDN PID. Selection of a content node
contained by a PID may be random, round-robin, or
based on some level of content awareness. As one ex-
ample of content-awareness-directed selection, redirec-
tor 66 may send requests for the same URI to the same
content node.
[0082] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an example network
system 128 that includes content delivery network 130
("CDN 130") that employs a domain name service (DNS).
The elements of network system 128 cooperate to per-
form iterative DNS lookup using DNS proxy 138. Initially,
host 140 (or an application executing on host 140) send
DNS query 150 to DNS proxy 138, which requests root
name server 146 to the find the authoritative DNS server
for the top-level domain (in this example, the top-level
domain is "com"). Root name server 146 responds with
a network address for COM name server 144, which DNS
proxy uses to obtain the network address for the author-
itative DNS server for the domain encompassed by con-
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tent delivery network 130 (e.g., the "cdn.com" domain).
COM name server 144 returns a network address for
name server 132 to DNS proxy 138. Each of the elements
of CDN 130 is within the same administrative domain.
[0083] Name server 132 is a DNS server and may op-
erate substantially similar to redirector 66 of FIG. 5. Name
server 132 comprises ALTO client 134 that requests and
receives a network map and cost map from ALTO server
136 of CDN 130. DNS proxy 138 sends DNS request 152
responsive to DNS request 150 received from host 140,
and name server 132 responds by selecting the most
appropriate CDN node (in this instance, CDN node 142)
based on the IP address of host 140 (forwarded by DNS
proxy 138 in DNS request 152) and the network map and
cost map received from ALTO server 136.
[0084] Name server 132 sends a DNS response 156
that includes a network address for CDN node 142, which
DNS proxy 138 forwards to host 140 in DNS response
158. Host 140 establishes communication session 160
directly with CDN node 142 to obtain the sought-after
content.
[0085] FIG. 10 is block diagram illustrating network
system 170, which is substantially similar to network sys-
tem 128 of FIG. 9. However, unlike network system 128,
ALTO server 136 for CDN 130 is under the control of a
separate administrative domain in a different network
172. In addition, name server 132 is replaced with DNS
resolver 174.
[0086] Many organizations / content providers out-
source DNS management to external vendors (in the il-
lustrated embodiment, the administrator of network 172)
for various reasons like reliability, performance improve-
ment, DNS security, and others. Managed DNS service
may be used either with caches within CDN 130 or with
other CDNs. DNS resolver 174 load balances traffic dy-
namically across content servers. Typically, a managed
DNS service provider positions DNS resolvers across
geographical locations to improve performance. DNS re-
solver 174 comprises ALTO client 134 to obtain a network
map and cost map from ALTO server 136. Using the tech-
niques of this disclosure, DNS resolver 174 may then
load balance traffic based on information provided in the
network map and cost map. For example, the cost map
may incorporate real-time updates from CDN node 142
that cause DNS resolver 174 to increase or decrease an
amount of requests redirected to CDN node 142.
[0087] In some embodiments, CDN 130 and network
172 are connected to a single service provider network.
In such instances, network system 170 operates sub-
stantially similarly to network system 128 of FIG. 9. How-
ever, in some embodiments, CDN 130 and network 172
are connected to different service provider networks. In
such instances, network system 170 operates substan-
tially similarly to network system 2 of FIG. 1, where ac-
cess network 4 and CDN 6 of network system 2 corre-
spond to network 172 and CDN 130, respectively. In such
instances, DNS resolver 174 may connect to an ALTO
server that performs to perform the master cost map gen-

eration techniques described above with respect to CDN-
ALTO server 22 of FIG. 1.
[0088] In some embodiments, a managed DNS serv-
ice may utilize multiple CDN vendors and DNS resolver
174 may redirect requests to different CDN nodes based
on a subdomain. For example, DNS resolver 174 may
comprise policies that specify redirection to CDN node
142 for a particular subdomain and redirection to another
CDN node (not shown) for a different subdomain. In this
embodiment, DNS resolver 174 may comprise ALTO cli-
ent 134.
[0089] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a router
240 that provides scalable ALTO services in accordance
with the principles of the invention. Router 240 may rep-
resent any of ALTO-CDN server 22 of FIG. 1, ALTO serv-
er 70 of FIG. 5, or ALTO server 80 of FIG. 6, or ALTO
server 136 of FIGS. 9-10. Router 240 may include one
or more services engines 241, which applies services
such as ALTO services as described herein. That is, serv-
ice engines may provide an operating environment for
one or more virtual ALTO servers 261A-261M operating
on respective service cards 260A-260M ("service cards
260") for servicing the ALTO protocol. In this example,
routing and services are integrated within a single router
240 that uses a shared forwarding engine 246 suitable
for high-speed forwarding functions required by routers
that process high-volume traffic.
[0090] Router 240 comprises a control unit 242 that
includes a Routing engine 244 coupled to a forwarding
engine 246. Routing engine 244 provides an operating
environment for routing protocols 248 that perform rout-
ing operations. Routing engine 244 is responsible for the
maintenance of a routing information base (RIB) 50 to
reflect the current topology of a network and other net-
work entities to which it is connected. In particular, routing
engine 244 periodically updates RIB 250 to accurately
reflect the topology of the network and other entities.
Moreover, routing engine 244 pushes network topology
information stored by RIB 50 to service cards 260 to pro-
vide topology input to virtual ALTO servers 261. Virtual
ALTO server 261 may use this topology input during PID
aggregation, network map generation, and cost map gen-
eration.
[0091] In accordance with RIB 250, forwarding engine
246 maintains forwarding information base (FIB) 52 that
associates network destinations with specific next hops
and corresponding interface ports. For example, control
unit 242 analyzes RIB 250 and generates FIB 52 in ac-
cordance with RIB 250. Router 240 includes interface
cards 54A-54N ("IFCs 254") that receive and send pack-
ets via network links 256 and 257, respectively. IFCs 254
may be coupled to network links 256, 257 via a number
of interface ports. Forwarding engine 246 may comprise
a switch fabric to forward the multicast packets to the
interface cards based on the selected next hops.
[0092] Generally, forwarding engine 246 may relay
certain packets received from IFCs 254 to service cards
260. Specifically, forwarding engine 246 may include a
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flow steering unit 245 to selectively direct packets to serv-
ices engines 241 for processing. That is, flow steering
unit 245 receives incoming packet flows and determines
whether to send the packets through the services en-
gines 241 for processing within one or more of service
cards 260, or whether to bypass the services engines
241. For example, flow steering unit 245 may direct pack-
et flows destined for one of virtual ALTO servers 261
provided by the service cards. An example forwarding
plane configuration for separation of services and for-
warding in an integrated services router may be found in
U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/235,677, entitled
"Forwarding Plane Configuration for Separation of Serv-
ices and Forwarding in an Integrated Services Router,"
filed on September 23, 2008, the entire contents of which
is incorporated by reference herein.
[0093] Service cards 260 receive packets from for-
warding engine 246, selectively provide services in ac-
cordance with the defined configuration data 282. In
some case, service cards may relay the packets or any
response packets to control unit 242 for forwarding by
forwarding engine 246 in accordance with FIB 252. A
number of input and output logical interfaces may couple
service cards 260 to control unit 242.
[0094] Service cards 260 having services engines 241
may be installed along a backplane or other interconnect
of router 240 to perform a variety of services on the pack-
ets received from forwarding engine 246 including ALTO
services and other services, such as filtering, logging,
Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDP) analysis, virus
scanning, deep packet inspection. In some cases, a serv-
ice card 260 may issue commands 251 to dynamically
configure a flow table 249 within flow steering unit 245
of forwarding engine 246. For example, flow steering unit
245 receives a packet and analyzes the received packet
to identify a packet flow associated with the packet, e.g.,
using a flow-based provisioning logic 47 to identify an n-
tuple based on information carried in the header or body
of the packet (e.g., a five-tuple and an input interface).
Upon identifying the packet flow, flow steering unit 245
references an internal flow table 249 to determine wheth-
er belongs to a new packet flow or a packet flow already
recognized by the router 240.
[0095] If flow steering unit 245 does not find a match
in the flow table 249, which indicates that the packet be-
longs to a new packet flow, the flow steering unit 245
directs the packet to service cards 260 of services en-
gines 241 for firewall services. When the packet is direct-
ed to services engines 241, one of service cards 260
applies ALTO services to those packets that conform to
the ALTO protocol and that are destined for the ALTO
services of the router. In addition, the service cards 260
may extract and assemble application layer data from
the packet, and a deep packet inspection (DPI) engine
may perform Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDP)
analysis and/or virus scanning to filter out bad packets.
As a further example, the service card 260 may also per-
form ciphering, NAT or authentication services.

[0096] Upon receiving and processing the packet or
packets of a packet flow, service cards 260 may issue a
command 51 to install a dynamic filter within the flow
table 249, such as an exact match filter that indicates
particular actions to be performed when a packet is re-
ceived that matches the filter. In the case that service
cards 260 determine no further firewall services need be
applied to a packet flow (e.g., after determining that the
packet flow is trusted or benign), service cards 260 may
install a filter within flow steering unit 245 to specify that
subsequent packets of this packet flow session may be
processed on a straight path that bypasses services en-
gines 241. When flow steering unit 245 receives a sub-
sequent packet of the same packet flow, flow steering
unit 245 checks the flow table 249, determines that the
packet matches the new dynamic filter, and directs the
packet on the appropriate path according to the dynamic
filter.
[0097] Control unit 242 includes a user interface 264
by which a client such as an administrator 266 ("ADMIN
266") can directly or remotely configure router 240. By
interacting with user interface 264, various clients, such
as human users and automated scripts, can perform var-
ious configuration tasks. For example, the clients may
configure virtual ALTO servers 260 with provisioning pol-
icies, network link transmission cost information, and
QoS information. As other examples, the clients may con-
figure interface cards of the router, adjust parameters for
the supported network protocols, specify the physical
components within the routing device, modify the routing
information maintained by the router, access software
modules and other resources residing on the router, and
the like. For example, user interface 264 may comprise
a command line interface (CLI) or other suitable interface
(e.g., a web browser-based interface), for processing us-
er or script-driven commands. User interface 264 repre-
sents software executing on routing engine 244 that
presents a command line interface (e.g., via a shell or
Telnet session) for receiving configuration data as de-
scribed herein, including configuration for the ALTO pro-
tocol provided by services engines 241 of service cards
260.
[0098] In one embodiment, each of forwarding engine
246 and routing engine 244 may comprise one or more
dedicated processors, storage media, hardware, and the
like, and may be communicatively coupled by a data com-
munication channel 268. The data communication chan-
nel 268 may be a high-speed network connection, bus,
shared-memory or other data communication mecha-
nism.
[0099] In this way, the operation of router 240 can be
viewed as segmented into a control plane, a service
plane, and a data plane. The control plane may be seen
as provided by routing engine 244 and may include one
or more software processes, such as a management
daemon and a routing protocol daemon executing on a
computing environment provided by one or more micro-
processors.
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[0100] Router 240 may further include a physical chas-
sis (not shown) for housing control unit 242. The chassis
has a number of slots (not shown) for receiving a set of
cards, including IFCs 254 and service cards 260. Each
card may be inserted into a corresponding slot of the
chassis for electrically coupling the card to control unit
242 via a bus, backplane, or other electrical communi-
cation mechanism.
[0101] Router 240 may operate according to executa-
ble instructions fetched from a computer-readable stor-
age medium (not shown). Examples of such media in-
clude random access memory (RAM), read-only memory
(ROM), non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM),
electrically erasable programmable read-only memory
(EEPROM), flash memory, and the like. The functions of
router 240 may be implemented by executing the instruc-
tions of the computer-readable storage medium with one
or more processors, discrete hardware circuitry,
firmware, software executing on a programmable proc-
essor, or a combination of any of the above.
[0102] The techniques described in this disclosure
may be implemented, at least in part, in hardware, soft-
ware, firmware or any combination thereof on the device
management system and the managed devices. For ex-
ample, various aspects of the described techniques may
be implemented as encoded program code executed by
one or more processors, including one or more micro-
processors, digital signal processors (DSPs), application
specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), or any other equivalent integrated
or discrete logic circuitry, as well as any combinations of
such components. The term "processor" or "processing
circuitry" may generally refer to any of the foregoing logic
circuitry, alone or in combination with other logic circuitry,
or any other equivalent circuitry. A control unit comprising
hardware may also perform one or more of the tech-
niques of this disclosure.
[0103] Such hardware, software, and firmware may be
implemented within the same device or within separate
devices to support the various operations and functions
described in this disclosure. In addition, any of the de-
scribed units, modules or components may be imple-
mented together or separately as discrete but interoper-
able logic devices. Depiction of different features as mod-
ules or units is intended to highlight different functional
aspects and does not necessarily imply that such mod-
ules or units must be realized by separate hardware or
software components. Rather, functionality associated
with one or more modules or units may be performed by
separate hardware or software components, or integrat-
ed within common or separate hardware or software
components.
[0104] The techniques described in this disclosure
may also be embodied or encoded in a computer-read-
able medium, such as a tangible computer-readable stor-
age medium, containing instructions. Instructions em-
bedded or encoded in a computer-readable medium may
cause a programmable processor, or other processor, to

perform the method, e.g., when the instructions are ex-
ecuted. Computer readable storage media may include
random access memory (RAM), read only memory
(ROM), programmable read only memory (PROM), eras-
able programmable read only memory (EPROM), elec-
tronically erasable programmable read only memory
(EEPROM), flash memory, a hard disk, a CD-ROM, a
floppy disk, a cassette, magnetic media, optical media,
or other computer-readable storage media. It should be
understood that the term "computer-readable storage
media" refers to physical storage media, and not signals
or carrier waves, although the term "computer-readable
media" may include transient media such as signals, in
addition to physical storage media.
[0105] In addition to or as an alternative to the above,
the following embodiments are described. The features
described in any of the following embodiments may be
utilized with any of the other embodiments described
herein.
[0106] One embodiment is directed to a method com-
prises generating, with a first Application-Layer Traffic
Optimization (ALTO) server that includes a first ALTO
client for a second ALTO server, a first ALTO network
map that includes PID entries to describe each of a first
set of one or more PIDs, wherein each of the first set of
PIDs is associated with a subset of one or more endpoints
of a first network; generating, with the first ALTO server,
a first ALTO cost map that comprises, for each combi-
nation of the first set of PIDs, a cost entry that includes
a cost value to specify a cost to traverse a network path
through the first network that connects the respective
combination of the first set of PIDs; receiving, with the
first ALTO client, a second ALTO network map that in-
cludes PID entries to describe each of a second set of
one or more PIDs, wherein each of the second set of
PIDs is associated with a subset of one or more endpoints
of a second network; receiving, with the first ALTO client,
a second ALTO cost map that comprises, for each com-
bination of the second set of PIDs, a cost entry that in-
cludes a cost value to specify a cost to traverse a network
path through the second network that connects the re-
spective combination of the second set of PIDs; gener-
ating a master cost map comprising one or more master
cost entries that each include a PID selected from the
first set of PIDs and a PID selected from the second set
of PIDs and that each include a cost value that represents
a cost to traverse a network path from the PID selected
from the first set of PIDs and the PID selected from the
second set of PIDs; and outputting the master cost map
from the first ALTO server to a second ALTO client.
[0107] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise wherein the first network comprises a first bor-
der router associated with a PID entry of the first ALTO
network map, wherein the second network comprises a
second border router associated with a PID entry of the
second ALTO network map and connected to the first
border router via a transit link, wherein generating the
master cost map comprises: selecting a first selected PID
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from the first set of PIDs, wherein the first selected PID
is not associated with the first border router; selecting a
second selected PID from the second set of PIDs, where-
in the second selected PID is not associated with the
second border router; creating a first master cost entry
that includes the first selected PID and second selected
PID.
[0108] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise summing a cost entry value in the first ALTO
cost map for the combination of the first selected PID and
the PID for the first border router with a cost entry value
in the second ALTO cost map for the combination of the
second selected PID and the PID for the second border
router to produce a total cost; and setting the cost value
for the first master cost entry to the total cost.
[0109] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise summing a cost entry value in the first ALTO
cost map for the combination of the first selected PID and
the PID for the first border router with a cost entry value
in the second ALTO cost map for the combination of the
second selected PID and the PID for the second border
router and with a cost for the transit link that connects
the first border router to the second border router to pro-
duce a total cost; and setting the cost value for the first
master cost entry to the total cost.
[0110] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise wherein the PID entry of the first ALTO network
map associated with the first border router includes a
PID-type field identifying the PID entry of the first ALTO
network map associated with the first border router as
comprising a border router, wherein the PID entry of the
second ALTO network map associated with the second
border router includes a PID-type field identifying the PID
entry of the second ALTO network map associated with
the second border router as comprising a border router.
[0111] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise generating a first border router cost matrix for
the first network that specifies costs of reaching the first
border router from other PIDs in the first set of PIDs in
the first ALTO network map; and generating a second
border router cost matrix for the second network that
specifies costs of reaching the second border router from
PIDs in the second set of PIDs of the second ALTO net-
work map.
[0112] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise wherein the first network and the second net-
work operate in separate administrative domains. In
some examples, the method may further comprise
wherein each of the one or more endpoints of the first
network associated with a particular PID in the first set
of PIDs is a member of the same type, the method further
comprising: assigning, with the first ALTO server, a PID-
type attribute to each of the first set of PTDs, wherein a
PID-type attribute for a particular PID in the first set of
PIDs specifies a type for the subset of endpoints asso-
ciated with the particular PID, wherein each PID entry of
the first ALTO network map includes a PID-type field that
stores the assigned PID-type attribute for the PID in the

first set of PIDs described by the PID entry.
[0113] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise wherein assigning a PID-type attribute to each
of the PIDs comprises: assigning a "content delivery
node" PID-type attribute to a first PID in the first set of
PIDs, wherein the "content delivery node" PID-type at-
tribute identifies endpoints associated with the first PID
as providers of a content delivery service; and assigning
a "host" PID-type attribute to a second PID in the first set
of PIDs, wherein the "host" PID-type attribute identifies
endpoints associated with the second PID as consumers
of a content delivery service.
[0114] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise receiving a request for the master ALTO cost
map from an ALTO client with the first ALTO server; set-
ting cost values for master cost entries that specify pairs
of PTDs that include members having the same PID-type
attributes to infinity; and outputting master cost entries
from the ALTO server to the ALTO client as the master
ALTO cost map in response to receiving the request.
[0115] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise filtering master cost entries that specify an in-
finite cost value to generate a sparse matrix of master
cost entries, wherein missing master cost entries of the
sparse matrix of master cost entries have a default value
of infinite cost, wherein outputting master cost entries
comprises outputting only the sparse matrix of master
cost entries from the ALTO server to the ALTO client as
the master ALTO cost map.
[0116] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise receiving, with the first ALTO server, a status
update from a first one of the endpoints of the first network
that comprises information indicating a condition of the
first endpoint that affects a performance of the first end-
point with respect to the service; generating a second
ALTO network map for the first network, wherein the sec-
ond ALTO map for the first network accounts for the re-
ceived information to represent an updated ALTO topol-
ogy for the first network; determining a difference be-
tween the first ALTO network map and the second ALTO
network map for the first network; and outputting an up-
date message from the first ALTO server to an ALTO
client that comprises an incremental update of the first
ALTO network map to cause the ALTO client to conform
a third ALTO network map stored by the ALTO client to
the second ALTO network map for the first network. In
some embodiments, the method may further comprise
wherein the first ALTO server comprises a router, and
wherein the second network comprises a content delivery
network.
[0117] Some embodiments are directed to a computer-
readable storage medium encoded with instructions for
causing one or more programmable processors to per-
form any of the methods set forth above. Some embod-
iments are directed to a device comprising means for
performing any of the methods set forth above.
[0118] In some embodiments, a first application-layer
traffic optimization (ALTO) server executes a first ALTO
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client that communicates with a second ALTO server and
generates a first ALTO network map that includes PID
entries to describe each of a first set of one or more PIDs,
wherein each of the first set of PIDs is associated with a
subset of one or more endpoints of a first network. The
first ALTO server also generates a first ALTO cost map
that comprises, for each combination of the first set of
PIDs, a cost entry that includes a cost value to specify a
cost to traverse a network path through the first network
that connects the respective combination of the first set
of PIDs. The first ALTO server also receives a second
ALTO network map that includes PID entries to describe
each of a second set of one or more PIDs, wherein each
of the second set of PIDs is associated with a subset of
one or more endpoints of a second network. The first
ALTO server also receives, with the first ALTO client, a
second ALTO cost map that comprises, for each combi-
nation of the second set of PIDs, a cost entry that includes
a cost value to specify a cost to traverse a network path
through the second network that connects the respective
combination of the second set of PIDs. The first ALTO
server also generates a master cost map comprising one
or more master cost entries that each include a PID se-
lected from the first set of PXDs and a PID selected from
the second set of PIDs and that each include a cost value
that represents a cost to traverse a network path from
the PID selected from the first set of PIDs and the PID
selected from the second set of PIDs. The first ALTO
server also outputs the master cost map to a second
ALTO client.
[0119] In some embodiments, the first network com-
prises a first border router associated with a PID entry of
the first ALTO network map, and the second network
comprises a second border router associated with a PID
entry of the second ALTO network map and connected
to the first border router via a transit link, and the first
ALTO server generates the master cost map by selecting
a first selected PID from the first set of PIDs, wherein the
first selected PID is not associated with the first border
router, and selecting a second selected PID from the sec-
ond set of PIDs, wherein the second selected PID is not
associated with the second border router, and creating
a first master cost entry that includes the first selected
PID and second selected PID.
[0120] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
sum a cost entry value in the first ALTO cost map for the
combination of the first selected PID and the PID for the
first border router with a cost entry value in the second
ALTO cost map for the combination of the second se-
lected PID and the PID for the second border router to
produce a total cost. The first ALTO server also set the
cost value for the first master cost entry to the total cost.
[0121] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
sums a cost entry value in the first ALTO cost map for
the combination of the first selected PID and the PID for
the first border router with a cost entry value in the second
ALTO cost map for the combination of the second se-
lected PID and the PID for the second border router and

with a cost for the transit link that connects the first border
router to the second border router to produce a total cost.
The first ALTO server also sets the cost value for the first
master cost entry to the total cost.
[0122] In some embodiments, the PID entry of the first
ALTO network map associated with the first border router
includes a PID-type field identifying the PID entry of the
first ALTO network map associated with the first border
router as comprising a border router, and the PID entry
of the second ALTO network map associated with the
second border router includes a PID-type field identifying
the PID entry of the second ALTO network map associ-
ated with the second border router as comprising a border
router.
[0123] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
also generates a first border router cost matrix for the
first network that specifies costs of reaching the first bor-
der router from other PIDs in the first set of PIDs in the
first ALTO network map. The first ALTO server also gen-
erates a second border router cost matrix for the second
network that specifies costs of reaching the second bor-
der router from PIDs in the second set of PIDs of the
second ALTO network map.
[0124] In some embodiments, each of the one or more
endpoints of the first network associated with a particular
PID in the first set of PIDs is a member of the same type,
and the first ALTO server assigns a PID-type attribute to
each of the first set of PIDs, wherein a PID-type attribute
for a particular PID in the first set of PTDs specifies a
type for the subset of endpoints associated with the par-
ticular PID, wherein each PID entry of the first ALTO net-
work map includes a PID-type field that stores the as-
signed PID-type attribute for the PID in the first set of
PIDs described by the PID entry.
[0125] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
assigns a "content delivery node" PID-type attribute to a
first PID in the first set of PIDs, wherein the "content de-
livery node" PID-type attribute identifies endpoints asso-
ciated with the first PID as providers of a content delivery
service. The first ALTO server also assigns a "host" PID-
type attribute to a second PID in the first set of PIDs,
wherein the "host" PID-type attribute identifies endpoints
associated with the second PID as consumers of a con-
tent delivery service.
[0126] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
receives a request for the master ALTO cost map from
an ALTO client. The first ALTO server also sets cost val-
ues for master cost entries that specify pairs of PIDs that
include members having the same-PID-type attributes to
infinity. The first ALTO server also outputs master cost
entries from the ALTO server to the ALTO client as the
master ALTO cost map in response to receiving the re-
quest.
[0127] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
filters master cost entries that specify an infinite cost val-
ue to generate a sparse matrix of master cost entries,
wherein missing master cost entries of the sparse matrix
of master cost entries have a default value of infinite cost,
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and wherein outputting master cost entries comprises
outputting only the sparse matrix of master cost entries
from the ALTO server to the ALTO client as the master
ALTO cost map.
[0128] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
receives a status update from a first one of the endpoints
of the first network that comprises information indicating
a condition of the first endpoint that affects a performance
of the first endpoint with respect to the service. The first
ALTO server also generates a second ALTO network
map for the first network, wherein the second ALTO map
for the first network accounts for the received information
to represent an updated ALTO topology for the first net-
work. The first ALTO server also determines a difference
between the first ALTO network map and the second
ALTO network map for the first network. The first ALTO
server outputs an update message from the first ALTO
server to an ALTO client that comprises an incremental
update of the first ALTO network map to cause the ALTO
client to conform a third ALTO network map stored by
the ALTO client to the second ALTO network map for the
first network.
[0129] In some embodiments, the first ALTO server
comprises a router and the second network comprises a
content delivery network.
[0130] Moreover, any of the specific features set forth
in any of the embodiments described above may be com-
bined into a beneficial embodiment of the described tech-
niques. That is, any of the specific features are generally
applicable to all embodiments of the invention. Various
embodiments of the invention have been described.
These and other embodiments are within the scope of
the following claims.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

generating, with a first Application-Layer Traffic
Optimization (ALTO) server that executes a first
ALTO client that communicates with a second
ALTO server, a first ALTO network map that in-
cludes PID entries to describe each of a first set
of one or more PIDs, wherein each of the first
set of PIDs is associated with a subset of one
or more endpoints of a first network;
generating, with the first ALTO server, a first AL-
TO cost map that comprises, for each combina-
tion of the first set of PIDs, a cost entry that in-
cludes a cost value to specify a cost to traverse
a network path through the first network that con-
nects the respective combination of the first set
of PIDs;
receiving, with the first ALTO client, a second
ALTO network map that includes PID entries to
describe each of a second set of one or more
PIDs, wherein each of the second set of PIDs is

associated with a subset of one or more end-
points of a second network;
receiving, with the first ALTO client, a second
ALTO cost map that comprises, for each com-
bination of the second set of PTDs, a cost entry
that includes a cost value to specify a cost to
traverse a network path through the second net-
work that connects the respective combination
of the second set of PTDs;
generating a master cost map comprising one
or more master cost entries that each include a
PID selected from the first set of PIDs and a PID
selected from the second set of PIDs and that
each include a cost value that represents a cost
to traverse a network path from the PID selected
from the first set of PIDs and the PID selected
from the second set of PIDs; and
outputting the master cost map from the first AL-
TO server to a second ALTO client.

2. The method of claim 1,
wherein the first network comprises a first border
router associated with a PID entry of the first ALTO
network map,
wherein the second network comprises a second
border router associated with a PID entry of the sec-
ond ALTO network map and connected to the first
border router via a transit link,
wherein generating the master cost map comprises:

selecting a first selected PID from the first set of
PIDs, wherein the first
selected PID is not associated with the first bor-
der router;
selecting a second selected PID from the sec-
ond set of PIDs, wherein the
second selected PID is not associated with the
second border router;
creating a first master cost entry that includes
the first selected PID and
second selected PID.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

summing a cost entry value in the first ALTO
cost map for the combination of the first selected
PID and the PID for the first border router with
a cost entry value in the second ALTO cost map
for the combination of the second selected PID
and the PID for the second border router to pro-
duce a total cost; and
setting the cost value for the first master cost
entry to the total cost.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

summing a cost entry value in the first ALTO
cost map for the combination of the first selected
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PID and the PID for the first border router with
a cost entry value in the second ALTO cost map
for the combination of the second selected PID
and the PID for the second border router and
with a cost for the transit link that connects the
first border router to the second border router to
produce a total cost; and
setting the cost value for the first master cost
entry to the total cost.

5. The method of any one of claims 2-4,
wherein the PID entry of the first ALTO network map
associated with the first border router includes a PID-
type field identifying the PID entry of the first ALTO
network map associated with the first border router
as comprising a border router,
wherein the PID entry of the second ALTO network
map associated with the second border router in-
cludes a PID-type field identifying the PID entry of
the second ALTO network map associated with the
second border router as comprising a border router.

6. The method of any one of claims 2-4, further com-
prising:

generating a first border router cost matrix for
the first network that specifies costs of reaching
the first border router from other PIDs in the first
set of PIDs in the first ALTO network map; and
generating a second border router cost matrix
for the second network that specifies costs of
reaching the second border router from PIDs in
the second set of PIDs of the second ALTO net-
work map.

7. The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein the
first network and the second network operate in sep-
arate administrative domains.

8. The method of any one of claims 1-7,
wherein each of the one or more endpoints of the
first network associated with a particular PID in the
first set of PTDs is a member of the same type, the
method further comprising:

assigning, with the first ALTO server, a PID-type
attribute to each of the first set of PIDs, wherein
a PID-type attribute for a particular PID in the
first set of PIDs specifies a type for the subset
of endpoints associated with the particular PID,
wherein each PID entry of the first ALTO network
map includes a PID-type field that stores the as-
signed PID-type attribute for the PID in the first
set of PIDs described by the PID entry.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein assigning a PID-type
attribute to each of the PIDs comprises:

assigning a "content delivery node" PID-type at-
tribute to a first PID in the first set of PIDs, where-
in the "content delivery node" PID-type attribute
identifies endpoints associated with the first PID
as providers of a content delivery service; and
assigning a "host" PID-type attribute to a second
PID in the first set of PIDs,
wherein the "host" PID-type attribute identifies
endpoints associated with the second PID as
consumers of a content delivery service.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

receiving a request for the master ALTO cost
map from an ALTO client with the first ALTO
server;
setting cost values for master cost entries that
specify pairs of PIDs that include members hav-
ing the same PID-type attributes to infinity; and
outputting master cost entries from the ALTO
server to the ALTO client as the master ALTO
cost map in response to receiving the request.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

filtering master cost entries that specify an infi-
nite cost value to generate a sparse matrix of
master cost entries,
wherein missing master cost entries of the
sparse matrix of master cost entries have a de-
fault value of infinite cost, and
wherein outputting master cost entries compris-
es outputting only the sparse matrix of master
cost entries from the ALTO server to the ALTO
client as the master ALTO cost map.

12. The method of any one of claims 1-11, further com-
prising:

receiving, with the first ALTO server, a status
update from a first one of the endpoints of the
first network that comprises information indicat-
ing a condition of the first endpoint that affects
a performance of the first endpoint with respect
to the service;
generating a second ALTO network map for the
first network, wherein the second ALTO map for
the first network accounts for the received infor-
mation to represent an updated ALTO topology
for the first network;
determining a difference between the first ALTO
network map and the second ALTO network
map for the first network; and
outputting an update message from the first AL-
TO server to an ALTO client that comprises an
incremental update of the first ALTO network
map to cause the ALTO client to conform a third
ALTO network map stored by the ALTO client
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to the second ALTO network map for the first
network.

13. The method of any one of claims 1-12, wherein the
first ALTO server comprises a router, and wherein
the second network comprises a content delivery
network.

14. A computer-readable storage medium encoded with
instructions for causing one or more programmable
processors to perform the method recited by any one
of claims 1-13.

15. A device comprising means for performing the meth-
od of any one of claims 1-12.
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